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The-contributions that schools make to determining the mature of uhe

ed4cational field'agent role were examined in.a study of cooperative

planning for change between Research for Better Schools and five schools.

Data were collected through extensive observation and interviewing.

The field'agents performed\several functions in addition to the technical

ones. they hoped to perforrti./ These iniluded expanding the technical

.functions, adjusting the change pr?cess, endorsement seeking, mediating

interpersonal versions, and providing clerical services.: The additional

4

functions were necessitated by three school context factors: a scarcity

7

-of school resources,:tension among school staff, and organizational in-

stability. In addition, school staff expectations for linker behavior

tended to maintain the fundtionS once performed.
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PREFACE

Research for Better,Schools (RBS) is committed to providing a balanced

program of research, development, and technical assistance to educational

agencies in the Pennsylvania, New Jersey; and Delaware region. A major
.

part of the research element consists of Field Studies projAts. One of

those projects focbses on two nf RBS' development efforts and the local

schools participating in them. The development projects,are creating ap-

proaches through which external agencies can help schools improve their

%curricula and iqstructional strategies in basic skills and career prepara-

tion. Schools participating In the'develoPment hope to improve their own
. .

educational programs. RBS intends to develop approaches and knowledge
4

lk

which will have g.Aeralizeble utility.
mr-14,f.

This is one of several reports on-the Field'Studies' research. The
/

cfive reports being develop d in the 1980-81 year are intended to be of
-.

interest to researchers, school practitioners, and those charged with the

operation and staffing of developme
(1.1

t and diss mina ion projects through-

out the country.- The reports cover two yeaAf tivity in five schools.

Their purpose is to identify and clarify iXsues related to the support of

local hool improvement. A complete listing of all reports available

from th project iq` found on, the inside cover of this documeni.

1.

William A. Firetone

Field Studies Coordinator
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THE FIELD AGENT IN SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT:

CLIENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ROLE

The failure of efforts to change schools through the diffusion of

"teacher- proof" curriculum n4terials has been well -documented..) All too

of en when money allocated to support new practices dried o did the

of the innovations. ,As a consequence, mot recent app, rch to

sc1ydol change have focused on adjusting innovations to fit the ticular

conditions of individual districts or schools. It'is felt that the more

cleppatibie a change is with existing characteristics of an eduicational

sy4t,$m, the more likely the change will become permanently incorporated.

.

To assist the adaptation of an innovation to a site, field agents, similar
...

21
to extension agents in agriculture, have i creasingly been used.

For example, in 1977, Research for Better Schools (RBS) began devel-

oping approaches for planning and implementing chlpnge that schools could

use to improve their instructional programs; primarily in the areas of

basic skills and career education. The approaches initially were t in-

volve the use'of RBS staff 'as externll agents who would assist schools

going through a rational decision-mak process. Later, guidance was to

.be supplied by ents from within tft-school system. Although the RBS

agents were to have a highly visible presencein the schools, .the deter-

mination of actual changes was left to the schools. In this way, it was

hoped; changes would be compatible with the school context, an thus,

become implemented.and institutionalized.

ft

-1-
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mostlyTo date, the literature on educational agents consists mostly of

efforts to concepLuallie the agent rolefrom the perspective of Le tech-
.

nical assistance agency. To be sure, such agencies-are an important deter-

minant of how agents interact with their clients. However; it is highly

probable that cl nts also have considerable influence on the role. This

paper examines t influenCe as it-applied to the field agents from

RBS. The/ first section of the paper providq background for the stud;

the second section contains a description of tl!p research procedures;

*:- 'AS ...

N''......._
in the third section, the unctions that linkers had to perform atthe

tschool sites are examin ; a d the fo section i4enttfies factors

which made these functi sary. .C......

ackground
4

The literature ow-knowledge diffusion andArtiliza on in education

contains several to used to denote individuals who

1 fer of-knowledge to practitioners in the field. Referred to as fielda,-,
agents, change agents,eXternal agents, or linking agents, the label

"linking agent" or its derivative '"linker," seems to be the most corn-
s .%

-
t,

monly used.
2 A ling at Aas formal responsibility for augmenting

, 4
the information available to an educational system in attempts to

improve some aspeetg-of its opeiation. Although this detinitionis
1,

,,;

as ist the trans--

broad, iticontainstwo important qualificati
.

requirerient that the linker must have "formal

. First,.by inclugling the
9".

responsibility" for knowledge

4

transfer, the definition refeis.to individu ls whose job responsibility,

,/
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sultants) or internal to the system (e.g., curriculum coordinators or
4

'--

individuals assigned.speciffic responibility for Providingechn 1br
,

assistance to a school or group, of practitioners). Second, there

or a part of it, officially includes this function; the definition ex-
.

cludeS indivl.duals who --elther unwittingly or casually share knowledge
-

with others. Formal linki6g agents can be either externai.to the euca-
.

ster"

)
tional system (e.g., Information specialists at a resource center, field

..r
specialists in intermediate service agencies, or staff.development can:-

4%

ment that the transfer ofainfgtmation be for some purpose, namely system

improyementr, excludes i'dividu:als-who pass, information on to others only

because it may be of general interest. Thus, the linking agent is a

purposeful actor.
/t

Although the study of educationalolinklOg a/ents is a relatively

new field, there are alreadrseveral reviews-on is topic available. 3

A predominant concern in t=he literatdve rs been efforts to characterize

'the nature of the linking role, e.g., trandall' "front- `end" aid "back-
.

end" roles-
-14

or Piele's "resource - finer," "process-helper, . and "solu-

tion-giver.

aon*abont linking ents.
6

The

'

tions have in common o assump7

It
is that linkers Perfo is-

5 These conceptualiz

tinct roles. Tht is,.the expect4ions governing linker behavior are

rly bounded and cl seiy related, to a central service function. Fpr

xample, Piele did not 'ect that ar, linking agent would serve as both a

4

urce-finder and a sol tion-giver because the technical expertise needed

4

8



perform the roles differed) The second assumption is that the expec-

t ons for Milker behavior are mostly determined by the linkjug agency.

This, is eflected in the tendency.to distinguish among roles arding to

how services will be' rovided and not aiccording to how educational system(Jr
.

will use the services. Thus, the role has largely been vieWtd from ,he

perspective of the assistance agency rather than the client agency.
(

At present there is little research which supports or 6ntradicts
l

. li

the appropriateness of these assumptiNe. The purpose of this paper is

11,

to examine them in light of empirical data froth a study of linking agents

'working for Research for Better Schools. The field sPecialists at RBS

pr4.id d a uflique opportunity to examine the nature of the -...4.nking role

and actors. which af'feved ft, One reason was that RBS had' a sellof *.

0
relatively clear expectations for the technical role linkers were to per-

.

form in schools. As a re4al.b., additional responstbilities linker adopted

could be readily detected. Another reason was that<the linking a ents
t"'

weresto be invollied with sites for a long per d of time. If site expec-

'tations foilinker behavior were to weave their way into the role, then,

the linkers should have hadiextensive enough contact with the schoOls for

this to

Procedures

This paper reports on the work, of six linkers In five different

schools. 401 of the linkers had an advantetlegrye in education) teach-

ing erience it1 public schools, and previous involvement-in field pro-

They had intensive Contact with the sites, averaging mbre

two vis ts a month during the school year. NThibe visits ranged in length

-4
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from two hours to all day. In addition, numerou phone calls were sad

A

between sites and RBS, and tUr were summer project-related workshops in

three of the sites.

The schools tied according to faculty size, level, ideation, and

student population serve
'

Smalltown
8
was a rural elementary school with

a faculty of 14. Twenty percent of the student's were from minority groups.

Middleville!
w s an el mentary school locaDed in a lower middle-class sub-

urb of a major city. T1irty -seven faculty members served a student popu-

lation of 20 percent minorities. Located in an urbab school district,

Patriot ElemeOtary had 18 classroom teachers and 95 percent"minority stu-

dents. G Hills was an .upper middle-class suburban junior high with

45 teachers and eight percent minor4t4es. \Neighbortown was a rural high

school which served no minority students. It had 49 classroom teachers.

The research reported here was a part of a longitudinal study of ex-

sternal assistanie in school change. Data were collected through extensive

observation and interviewin
I
of linking Agents and school staff. For two /

yars researchYStaff accompanied linkers, on their visits to sites. During

these visits, observationseand comments of participants were recorded in

written fierLotes. In aliditioh; chere were periodic formal and infoimal

,

interviews. Although research staff collectively identified topics for

ihtery4is, questions were open-ended. Field rf6es from the obse4etions

\/
and int rvie:4s were reed on tape, transcribed, and coded

I

cal i

us ng a topi-

developed from the-notes. Codes and their locations in the

. .

field mota here stored on lomputer to facilitate access to :the data.

I.



As field notes were read for analysis, instances of linking awit *

activities wevIC identified. Related activities were ca ,gorized into more

general functions, and then the RBS LinkeKs reviewed the functions as a

check on accuracy. Only functions which were performed at two Or

7
re

.

sites were retained for further analysis. This analysis entailed idy0ti'tit ,.-

fying patterns in events leading to the performance of.particular functions.

The Role of the RBS Linkers

In 1978 RBS began to dev4lop approaches for planning and implement-

ing change in two instructional areas: basic skills and career education.

These approaches were charactetized by an emphasis oop, (1) building-coop-

erative relations?ips betwee BS and schools and (2) using data-based

planning methods.9 RBS prow' d the schools with a general model' for

planning, knowledge about research and existing school programs which
/10

could suggest potenttally successfyl practices, and technical assistAnce

in obtaining hoql data upon which to base decisions about innovations

to pe plem nted. All innovation decisions were to be made by schOol .

staff. Ip addition, the schools ageed. to use the planning Adels and to

be a source of feedback for them.

The RBS field agents were the major point of contact betweeh RBS
(

,end the schools. Theii_primary technical. unctions were to assist program
/ -7

.,

1 improvement by bringilg knowledge about successful educational practices\
-hand the process of change to the schoo to help local staff develop

A.,

ethe capabWity to direct the change process themselves, and to prolAde
r-_ '-

feedback to in-house RBS staf on needed revisions the process. In0
termsf conceptualizatiohs of the linking role, the RBS agents

11
so

e`-
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most closely approximated Piele's process-helper. According to Piele,
-

---

process- helpers become 12tively Ipvolvcd in a school's problems by help-
1

ing to collect data and analyze conditions but remainineutral with re-

spect to decisions about spitcific substantive problems the school wishes

to address and about remedies to those problems.
10

Because of previous

experience in working with schools, RBS was aware that school conditions

i woud likely require linkers to engage in(a variety of activities that

fell beyond the boundaries of thL,- g technical functiops; neverthel

i .

(

i----, RBS staff hoped that the linkers wouldAiYe able to limit themselves to

this cdie.- iif process-helping functions as much as possible.
v\

;

Slinkers were to have frequent contacts with the -schools' and

were /to work Primarily with a team of school staff members that each

--
lk-thool was to identify. Generally the team* consisted of teachers and

,adminstratois; a few included guidance counselors, students, or community
1

members. One of thrse individuals, typically an administrator, wasisals

to serve as a local coordinator for the project. Although'the linker was

, . .
, .

to attend'ehe planning meetings and occasionally model planning procedares-,-
.. '',

s
--, '4

RiS hopec>tbat the coordinatbrs would begin to assume primary lea4ership-
,

while the linker mosTtly. observed. Th9 rationale for this arrangement,

stemmed from RBS' belief that it would promote local Ownership of the
).

Rr6ject and facilitate the dissemination of the approach throughout a

school system. 1

.**4

'

.4-
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Additional Linker Functions

The technical functions linkers hoped lo perform did not encompass

gm All of the activitiesAhe linkers found necessary to keep the schools

moving through the change process. In fact, the goal of school improve-
.

mene through knowledge transfer had to be subordinated to the more

'immediate concerns of maintaining an indiVidual's or site's participation

in the,project. Thus, the technical role was supplemented with additIonal

functions that were largely related to obtaining the kinds of resources

and social relations necessary for the planning process to continue..

In this section, five of these additional functions will be dis-

cussed: expanding process-helping,_process adjusting, endorsement seek-

ing, mediating, and providing clerical services. Although these were not

the only additional functions linkers found themselves performing, they

were the most frequent.

Expanding Process Helping

Originally, linkers anticipated provid4ng special technical assis-

t;

.tance to one or two individuals in a school to enable them to guide the

change process themselves, -RBS typically approached administrators about

being the recipients of this assistance because it was felt that they

would be the key people for making the projects successful in a district.

These individuals were .to coniuct.planning team sessions and deliver most

of the technical knowledge to, the rest of the participants.' Thin, there

was to be an internal as well as an external linker. Although the RBS

linker expected to have to model certain techniques for guiding the

-8- 13
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planning process, for the most part the..linker hoped to remain in. the

background.

Linkers quickly realized that such passive participation was not

possible. Internal linkers had their normal job responsibilities to

perform in addition to coordinating the 'RBS projects. Carr,ing out their

regular work meant that the internal, linkers had only limited time to'

meet with the RBS linker.' The time available was not cnough for the ink-

ternal linker both to be instructed in -the RBS approach to the point of

*10.

being fully proficient to guide the process and to be able to attend

meetings.. Thus, linkers became involved in project,activities much more

directly than they at first desired.
10'

Although linkers feared that thr direct involvement would be at

4
the expense of school ownership of the project, school personnel had no

such fear. In fact, they did not believe that it should be their re Pon-
.

sibility to provide technical assistance or to guide project activities.

As one principal said, "One cannot run an inservice and take care of

everything else. Whatts.I need is for someone else to cope in and do it."

Nevertheless, the RBS linkers continually attempted tc) increase

school responsibility fofthe project. At Smalltown the RBS linker and

the principal often met to plan the activities the planning tell would

perform. During these sessions assignments for directing activities

would be divided. There seemed to be a continual negotiation between

the twaiabout how much responsibility the principal would have. Althopg47

,early in the project the principal led a couple of meetings almost comr

pletely.the RBS linker usually handled any provision of technical

.

14 s
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knowledge. The principal primarily wol4d open meetings and handle school
IF

coordination matters needed to carp out project activities.

gen when administrators acknoWIedged that they should shoulder more

,of burden of guiding the projects, they were often liable to because
tr

of the ebb and flaw of school events. For example, at Middleville and

Green Hills the principals frequently were called out of planning meet-,

ings toy addtess some school cris or 4? attend a meeting called by the

district office at the last Minut Openly acknowledging these disrup-

tions, the Middleville team sche d several of its meetings away from

the school. Nevertheless, the priicipal remained severely constrain

-2,

in the amount of time availab 'to devote to project activitids. Thus,

responsibility for directing.a project was often shifted to the RBSIlinker.

That the_RBS linker was mostly responsible for directing the project

did not escape the notice of participants. At Smalltown one teacher.

referred to the linker as the "director" and the "coordinator."' A

ro

teacher at Neighbortown.also used "director" to identify the RBS linker.

Teachers at Green Hills acknowledged that there was no one at the site

who could carry on the, process should RBS eventually_withdraw from the

project. At the same time, school staff acknowledged that this active

involvement was appropriate. One teacher said, "We felt more comfortable

when [the linker] was conducting.... [the linker] had the expertise and
t-

it led to the committee's not Utundering."

Only at Middleville was the RBS linker able to perform the technical

functions mostly as RBS.desired. At this site, there was an intermediate

service agency (ISA) staff member who had received previous training in

-10-
1,5
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the. RBS approach. In ',addition, with the exce!tion of proposal writing,

0
this individual's time was, allocated primarily to providing service to

scbsols. As a result, the RBS linker had someone else available with the:i
time and expertise needed to guide the-process. Thecontributons of the

ISA representative

it was difficult to describe the RBS

were considerable, to-the point that one teacher said

hind the scenes" and "just happened

ments as indicative

I

responsibili ies

,

Process .Adjusting

res

11,

sch

to

of

a

linker's 'idle: The qinker was "be-

to be' there." RBS ,regarded such om-

tbe'll.nker's success in

school, or inthis case,

. .

RBS'expeCted that by having linkers at
'

trans erring leadership

the ISA person.

the school sits the changes

from the planning approaches would be better 'suited to the

ites. RBS also expected to have to make adjustments in the

change process itscaf. Such adjustments became critical at times when

the planning activities required by the RBS approaches.hindered.the full

participation of site staff. In.rhese instances, the linker occasionally

would alter aspects of the RBS approach to prevent disenchantment with

the project or to remove the threat of an individual's, or a site's,

withdrawing from the project. Thus, the linker not only had to assist

the adoption ofchanges suitable to school conditions but also had to

adjust the process by which these changes were to be identified.

At Smalltown there were several other projects which'demanded teach-

ers' attention in addition to the RBS project. Because all of these

projects focused on classroom instruction, they competed for the same

scarce planning time available to teachers. Teachers said that they saw



IP

value'in all of them, but4becasse increas3 ly frustrated over the pressure

they were unr to fulfill the obligations of each. The principal con-'

..,

sidered withdrawing froM one or more of the projects, including-RBS'. .

, I
,

.

To ease the time pressures and maintain the site's participation, Ore
..

...J
linker decided-to slow the pace of the RBS activities. :As a result, b

.

ov..-1- .

,

th spring of the second projeCt year-teacher compl4AntS about tim 1

silemed to be. disappearing.

the time needed to participate in-the project was also a problem

at Patriot. Although there were no other projects competing for teachers' .

.

time, the amount of time required by the information col1ection phase of

thetproiect botheredNteachers goonsiderably. To colleetlinformation bp
: 1%;

aspects of the organization.ofcjassrooms, teachers had t,observe ane

another using the proceLres'developed'by RBS. RBS suggested-pat as,Imanr-

as three-days o.observationa of basic skills 'instruction for each
tai

-teacher would be needed to obtain an adequate sample of c 4ssroom events'.-

Teachers felt that doing the observations would pull them out of their-

classrooms 'too often. In the previous year, the linke had resolved the

Nyw under d rections froproblem by perforMing all of the -ftservations.

.-

an RBS supervisor not to do this, the linker had to find another Woy to
/

.

prevent teachers fro nett ng to the'point that they would want to quit

participating. The solution was to reduce thq number of observations'to

one. (Although the reduction' teachers ti8 question the adequal;..dr

the sample of observations as a depiction of their classrooms, they te-

ported the adjustment eased their immediate frustrations.

4-, 7

-12-



The linker at Neighbortown was to assist thp school in following_a

ten-step planning model: Five of the steps peitained to, collecting kt,

upon, alich tobase 7ubsequent decisions at the site. The first three of

these srepS were surveys of-project goals desired by students, faculty,

and the community. The final two data collection activities were resource

assessments of the faculty and comunity in which respondents described

activities they alieady were conducting which seemed to fit with Project.

1)goals. HoOever, ly the'time the first three surveys were completed, it

was summer. .Theetem was anxious to analyze these and continue with

planning the changes to be made. If they were to .Wait for the resource'.

assessments. to be designed, adminittered, and analyzed, further progress

project would have been delayed until the middle of'th iTo

prevent this delay and the concomitant frustration of site staff, the (

linker postponed the assessmentuntil a later point in thet4W-seplodel.
1

th4work of individuals attempting to span, the boundaries of two otgani-.

Theseythree examples illustrate, the role. conflict which '-accompanied

zations. Even though linkers were willing to make adjustments in the

process, they.4hOped to be able to maintain the, technical, integrity of the

planning approach. Although this intention contin do be a Commitment

of the linker, a more immediate concern was keep the school committed

to an4jinvolved in the project. As.,has been een, occasionally Itchieving

the latter.conflictedwith achievip former.

When tension arose between the pl ng.p .,.'ss and the_ school,

school staff were generally unconcerned wi61 maintaining the technical

integrity of the RBS approach. As one district offi e staff member said,

-13-



"You have to takethe_xessAy.ch'with a grain of salt." Thus, when crisis

points occurred during planning, ihe school felt that the process should

be adjusted. At the same time,:several field agents perdeived that
et

4
technical developers at RBS felt that the school'should demonstrate its

U 4
commitment to the project by adjusti the practices which were incom-

4

patible with the approach. Caught bet en both sets of expectations, the .

linker had to mold a cdimpron4se.

participation

the compromise was
4

that in return for continued sc
i
oot

Some aspect 'of the process would be altered. That was

the process rather than'the sChool thatwas adjusted-\lakes sense when 'IN
f

. !

the nature of the relatiOnship between the school nd RWis:cOnsidered.

The two organizations we're not power equals; .RBS needed the school more
t 4

To develop its,approadhes RBS had to havethan..the schdol needed RBS.

participa ing sites. the am of effort requifed to obtain entry to a
I.

to wa reat enough/that a sch 's potential withdrawal posed a serous

threat' to RBS' operations. In one instance, the mood of RBS'tsta 4 with
.

respecto aLsite wad td let it withdraw. Howevpr, on second ght,

they-realized_that'a reduction'imsites would not be looked upon favor-
.

ably by its funding, agency.
(

the site in the project.'

Thus, process adjustments were madsito keep

/0°:"

On the other hand, RBS was only one of everal agencies available

to. work with schools. Thus, when technical pects of the process became

k
at odds with the concerns of the schobl staff, the linker was in a weak

I

bargaining position compared to the school Schoolwaff were cognizant

of this position. One teacher remarked, "If we scream loud enough,

-14-
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they'll [RBS] change it," when referring to the amobnt of time a planning

activity required. As a result, the linker either adapted the process

'or-apised,technical staff-at RBS to do so'.
,

Endorsement Seeking

As RBS began looking for sites with which to wo' , RBS expected to

have to obtain the approval of school administrator-, fiist 4 enter 2e

district, and then, a school. It wfis hoped that fo pproval Would

.pave the way for an individual school's cceptan f the proTeet
/
and \,

would,insure-itable allkation of cetta esourtes, primarily the time

of school participants. These initial district endorsements were ob-
.

tained for the sites in the atjay and were inst umental in facilitating

the early progress of,the rojects
1
1

How6ver,the need for obtaining tudorsdments was not limited to the

otp

initiation of the change process. In fatty, linkers foundithemselves

having to/ore-enter negotiatiOns for endorsements periodically. This was

necessitated primarily by the turnover of personnel,Jin key administrative

0"

positions:,

r
The district in which Patriot School was located contained- a com-.

*laity group Aid) actively-debated school policy with district adminis-

i,trators: Partially as a consequence OiT this opposition' and paltiallY as

"Cause. o'f it, there Wat a frequent turnover bf superintendents. In

act,, in the first two years ofthe RBS project; there were two new _super -,

\' intendents. The ` irst new,superintendent began work in the fall after a

the project had been in place for over half a year. Because thP'superin-

tendent was not obliged to continue projects the previous superintendent

-15-
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had approved, the linker at Patriimothad tp attempt to obtain, the same

sort lof sanction that had been received only six months earlier. Init-
,

ially the'new superintendent' seemed hesitant t o,endorse the project., It

was only after several,meetings,that the superintendent began to see how

4.e projec could seryg.as a vellicle(for the superintendent's °IA prousms.

Once the Value .pf th 'projct for furthering these initiatives was real-

endorsemedill

was a rocky one,

s given. However, the superintendent's'administration

d kythe end of the school year, the superintendent had
-Na

resigned., Thus, adnew round of negotiati?t endorsements was begun.

The linier at Gireen Hills had a similar exper ence, altkough at the,.

k
'school building leve1.4LFor two,yels, the prtqcipal had strongly en=

co

dosed the project tridckad served as the local coordhinator for the

planning team.. However, at the end of-the'second year, the principal was

reaOgne4 to a centrai/ofce position and was rep lacedjDy another

principal in the disftict.\Althcpel the former principal had selected

t a new-set of teachers to join the team and had committed the school to

- several days of summer workshops to facilitate t is expansion, the net,/

principal was able to suspend these commitments unt/1 time was available

for reviewing the project. T he linker met 05.th the new administrator

1

several times to gain support for the project. Although the principal

indicated an interest in the project's goals, the linker was told not to

proceed with any more activities in the school until notified to do so.

Two organizational characteristics of the schools in the study

seemed to contribute tieavily to the importance of linkers' obtaining
4
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administraeb endorsements. First, the e as a zoning of authority

to make decision .
12

That s, individuals were able to make.decisions

in relatively S'Vecified si3heres, and thes decisions ers)binding
-t I

ly on individuals w
v,

oseadtivities.placed them within these 'spheres.

For example, teachers were mostly -responsible for deciding what kind of-

(day-to-day classroom ciivities occurred in their ndividual classrooms.

ne teacher's Aecisio s were binding for tud "ts..-in the class but-n4(

ther yelthers or other students. Princiya s made decisions about.
.

sch ling teachers and students, providing teacher release time,:atd the
A

-5school)'s initial participatio in projects, with gutside agencies, Thud,

..., ,t.'

,although, principal could structure the time teachers had to per rm ... - -

certain tasks, (01-ie could not. determine how the time would be used

( , .

within that stiructure, A superiteAent, orbsomeone from the superinten-

ir

dent's office, allocated m ney toisChool programs and granted pegission
( .

twoutside agencies to cont ct indl.vitocA-s-r- The superintendent;,
0? ,

then, co d affect certain reso*rcIes available to a school, but could not

specific lly determine how Wiese resources shou d be(used.

2

What this distribution of authority meant or the change projects

wq.s that, -as several project participants contended, the approval of the

next individual up in the hierar'cy was not necessary fora project to

survive once it had initially begun. Nevertilless, without such approval,
110

the project would be severely constrained. For example, teachers could

still design and use activities based on what they had learned A the

project. However, without the principal's approval, there would not be

time 4meet to coordinate these activities with other teachers. EI;en if

-17-
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th princi

'21C. o herrthan

did appiove, the availiihility of funds to felease.teachers

already Trovi,ded planning times (planning periods or after

.
school) would be limited.unless the superintendent also approvd. Thus,

/0
(the combined endorsement of school and disCrict administrators was needed

J /
to ensurep.sable,flOw of resourtes that would, in turn, enable a sys-

within an'iridividualq-zone of authoritir decisions were not
1 r:-J

temstic, rather than a sporadic, change effort. ,

binding 'bn future occupants)of that individual's.position Consequently,

a new teacher. was' not oblid to perform in the manner of a teacher being

replaced;4a'principa wai not constrained by a previous principal's

schedule for scho v meetings; and .a superintendent was not oblirlated to

continue, a former superintendents's dist t-level programs. Of course,

ea?h ttew occupant was subject to info al pressure groups which could,

cause th 'ndividual to continue a particularly _popular practice. How-

4

ever, the non - binding character of the previous incumbent's decisions re-

quired that th ressure. group reassert its interests with each p sition

16
turnover. Thus, ufith each administrative change, the linker had t seek

once again endorsements which had previously been obtained.

Mediating

At several sites there was tension between teachers and adminiseal

tors. Clecasi!onally this teng4on would impinge upon the smooth progress

of the RBS projects. At thesetimcis, the linker would be forced to

intervene or/buld risk the chance of the project grinding to a halt.

23
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(
ensions primartp because the role` behavior of an indiyidual,

or individuals, did,not Conform to others' expectations for that role.

Foample, tegthers at Neigibortown resented the discrepancy between

what was, the public Stance versus the prive fa of adminis-,

tratarszy, ording to the teadiers, in public the administrators pro-
.

fessed a leadership style which resembled that which teachers deiired;'in

private confrontations the teachers felt that administrative behavior"-

belied the public i-age. In Patriot school, teachers felt that the prin-,

7v.,

cipal's.enforcement)of rules...AT students was not strict or consistent
-... v

.

A

enough and that alp enforcement of rules for teachers was too rigid.
4

)

----,..

. For their part,
q.

administrators, particularly in three of the schools,.

believed that many teachers did not conform to the image of a""profes-

sional." To these admin
,ry

ort';'aLp&rt of being professional was making
i

wise use of the time vailable to plan and carry out, job responsibilities.

However, they teachers wasted time and, thus, were not willing to

heed teacher complaints that the did not have enough time 'to perform

/5

duties ancillary to actually instru ting students.

Tension sered to lead to a restr"cted flow of communication between

e twoparties. Teachers would intera with administiators to clarify

aspects of job elated duties but would n freely express their opinions

)

about these duties or about how administrAtive behaviSr affected teacher

performance. 'This reluctance to4ex re s opinions frequently carried over

/ )

into tahning team meeeinga'yhe wouldould not openly discuss their

teaching practices for fear of r risal from the administrators present.
IP

For their part, administrators would often announce ;\decisionas a fait
. .

c4.-
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support that the inistrator communicated _o th,,, linker. As a result,
ll I

the administrator eciaed to call At meeting of the planning team without

. 7(."'
accompli ut uld.n explain reasons for the decision. These reawons

4

. 47er ften not adily apparent to teachers, making administrators seem

capricious For example, teadkrs at Neighbortown complhned'to the

linker that adminisirat9fs did not Seem stronglysuppettive of the project.

i
.,-,'

The linker suggested to an admini:Strator that several simple steps could i

be taken that wou communicate to'the teac ers thesame-6verwhefMing
.

,

the linker in attendance as an indicator of the aaministrator's interest

in the project. This intention was not stated to teachers, and teacher*

1
suspected the administratonof attempting to wrestle, leadership from the

linker. Thus, the tension remained:

Linkers at sites where tension mas particularly)hig discovered that
.

tension often would affect the projects. Typically th tension would

surface in an incident outside of planning eam meetings
(4?

etings which would

6
threaten or direCtly affect participation in the project:' For example,

.

P".3-
at Neighbortown a. teacher had d lvered a dilscription of a student ac-

tivity to the school office to be mimeographed, as was the custom in the

ilrschool.

The principal happened to see the activity, failed to see its

relevance to the particular cltss in which-it.would be used, and wentimp

confront he teacher. The teacher became angry and' suspected that the

prindipal was attempting to tell the teacher how classes should be con-

ducted. The teacher then expressed to the linker reservations about\--

participating in a project aesigned to alter classroom activities if .the'

principal was going to interfe )in decisions about those activities.

J

4
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/
In Patriot, principal and a teacher

- -1a.

stitutes s for rele.e timeljust prior, to
o:

teaM. The teacher became very upset a
it.

Other teat rs'111 the were aware

.-

comfort; a .c,;-11 of them were.extreme
.......

had an altercation about sub-

a-m6eting.of';the RBS p1a ing
I

M-
cried throughodt, the meetingl

' ..

o the 'source of the teacher'S dis-

a. $

y reticent to partkipate, particu-

. larly with.the-ad istrsitor,present.

.
1.

.'

. .
, .

In hoth cas , the linker had to soften thetampact of the incidents
t .%4)...--- . . .

% .t 0,'

4

J

to maintaiA the'full participaiipn of,,school staff. Most oaten this was *:
-. -.

$

accomplished by providing information to inc#viduals that would not have

been available otheiwise. Li the Neiihbortqn j.nstance, the linker had

known that the prApipal had had a particularly trying morning. 04th com-

:
munity relations. The linker explained tp the teacher-that b se ttae

,... ..

activity involv d a controversial issue; perhaps it appear 'threat.,

filL

ening than it maTotterwise have been. 'By providing a'riVal e retation

for the principal's 'action, the linker:managed to mollify the teacher

somewhat. )In the latter case;, atva bfeals in-the meeting, teachers,l com-
.

plains,ci to the linker that obtaining substitutes and findi)ng time to

orient them to the teachersl.classrooms Wereacdte problems at Patriot.

ThiA problem was the source of the teacher-principal altercation and

would likely lead to others if not resolv10. The teachers asked the

linker to discuss this with the principal. Instead, the linker asked a
-D

distiict administrator to do so.. The district administrator

was in a posityon to ease the problem, arnd with the information provided

..

by the li , the administrator was able to make some of the necessary

adjustments.

-21-
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Linkers seemed to be useful.receivers of complaints about school

practices because they were neutral pAties, having no stake in further-

.

ink one side's int4rests. The ability to remain neutral was enhanced by

being external to schools. Because linkers were not a part of the dis-

tricts with which they worked, they had no authority to sanction individ-

uals and thus were not a threat to use information against those it

concerned. By the same token, it was not necessary for the linker to

respond 6O:the. influence attempts of others will the system to reveal

Certain bits of informatt.il.

This neutrality also facilitated discussions to planning team

meetings. Advocates cd joint participation in.deasion-making argue

that it increases participant ownership of decisions through power

equalization.
13

However, in the RBS projects, power was equalized

more by the linker than by joint participation. In fact, participants

seemed to feel that the game distribution of power which obtained in the

syptem existed within planning team meetings. This meant that teachers

did not consider their opinions as "equal" as administratOrs' opinions.

-Thus, they 'were not very sanguine about the potential impact of their

ideas., However, by being the actor to whom ideas were expressed and by

clarifying ideas once stated, the linker mediated this pbwer differential

and caused the team to consider all opinions with equal seriousness. As

one teacher explained, "My opinions carried weigt....[the linker] .was
_)

running the meeting, calling the shots and served as a spokesperson....[the

:linker] could summarize things....[the linkerfhad control of the situation

although not control of the decision-making....As RBS gets out, this will

no longer be the cgse and the project may die." Another teacher expressed



the same sentiment: "The outside influence helps to mainline communica-
-ek

tion....it keeps the focusbn the opinion rather than who gave it."

Providing Clerical Services.

The functions discussed above were critical to the success of the

--,projectp. Without taking more direct involvement in guiding the process,

adjusting the activities dic.tated by the process, obtaining the endorse-

.mtnts of key site personnel, and mediating between conflicting factions
1410

of the school staff, more serious problems concerning the continu1rie

of the projects would have arisen. A less obviously critical function

that linkers performed was obtaining and occasionally providing clerical

services for the planning team. Neverthe'ess, this function also con-

tributed heavily to the smoothness with which the school team was able

to progress through planning.

,For example, by.the middle of the second year the planning team at

Green Hills was.ready to write a document explaining the nature of the

changes to be made. However, in less than two months the team had also

promised to begin a pilot test of change concerning teaching.activities

in classrooms. Because the actual activities to be tested were not yet

formalized, the team found itself in a bind. The intended changes needed
0

to be formalized in a public document for presentation to various con-

stituencies, such as the school board and faculty; yet, to fit the pilot

in during the current school year, activities had to be developed. The

linker debated whether to use a team meeting or two to write the document

or to compile team comments into a document and use only a part of a

meeting to approve the work. The latter course was chosen, and although

the linker had more to do, the team was able to design the pilot in the

required time.



Linkers also had to arrange for clerical tasks other than compiling

informatiOn to be performed. Lm Smalltown the linker had to travel to

another school in the district to locate a videotape machine the linker

had assumed the school would obtain. The district in which Patriot

School was jocated had had all of its videotape equipment stolen. Thus,

the linker had to arrange for RBS to provide the necessary equipment. At

both Neighbortown and Green Hills the teams had considerable typing and

production of materials to be done. This work included producing surveys,

compiling goal statements, xeroxing materials, and cleaning up hand-

written classroom activities. Because neither school had staff available

to do a great amount of typing in a short time or the equipment to re-

produce law amounts of materials quickly and efficiently, the linkers

had to arrange for these services to be accomplished at RBS.

In each instanc# in which the linker performed or obtained clerical

services for the school,.a delay in moving to the next step of the plan-

ning process was avoided. Although linkersexpressed concern that by not

performing these'tasks themselves the schools were of demonstrating a

high commitment to the project, it was alSo apparent that schools did not

have the resources to do these tasks quickly. School (aiecretaries per-

formed many tasks:other than typing or locating audio-visual equipment,

and teachers placed frequent demands on often-antiquated production

equipment to get copies of daily activities and materials. Consequently,

relying on schools to perform these services would have meant that con-

siderable time would have elLpsed between assigning the ,task and haVing

materials ready for team use.



Factors Affecting the Linking Role

RBS intended for linkers to assist the schools' use of the RBS ap-

proaches by providing knowledge about successful educational practices and

se

the process of planning for change. Although RBS hoped that linkers would

be able to focus primarily on these technical functions, it was recognized

that other functions would become necessary as responses to school context

factors. The data indicated that linkers did perform a variety of addition,-

al functions. These functions were largely intended to remove barriers,

that obstructed smooth progress in planning or threatened participants'

participation in the project. Thus, performing the technical linking role

was often subordinated to addressing these mo immediate concerns.

Although RBS defined the expectations for the technical functions

linkers performed,,aspects of the school context were the primary factors

which necessitated the additional functions. There were three major cate- N., 1

gories of school context factors which affected the linker role: school

resources, interpersonal relations, and organizational stability. A fourth

factor, school staff expectations for linker behavior, was primarily a

process factor in that expectations tended to maintain functions once per-

formed rather than to instigate new behavior. The relationships among
1

these factors and the additional linker functions are depicted in Figure 1.

The resources needed to support project activities were the time of

administrators to plan team meetings and participate in the meetings, the

time of teachers to carry out project activities and to attend team meet-

ings, clerical services, and individuals with the necessary expertise to'

guide the'planning process. A scarcity of any of these resources meant

that the planning process would in some way be hindered. Thelack of re-

sources like clerical services threatened to slow the process down; the
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Figure 1

Factors, Linking Functions, and"Their Relationhips

,;",School Context Fyors
"/

'Resourde S....kftrcity 'Expanding Process Helping

Linking Functions Process Factor

,Interpersonal T)nsinn

Process Adjusting

Mediating

Endorsement Seeking

Organizational Instability Providing Clerical Services

-,

1SVhool Staff Expecta
for Linker

Behavior



lack of staff time to perform certain activities often led to staff trusty--

'tion with the project and to a void in projedt leadership. To surmount'

these. barriers, linkers had to redefine their role. In the base of re-

/

source scarcity, linkers typically expanded the extent to which they

guided the process, adjusted the process itself, or provided clericfl

assistance.

Interpersonal relations became a problem when there was high tension

between subunits. of individuals in the school, particularly bptween.,

teachers and administrators. Because RBS included both teachers and

administrators on the planning teame, inversonal tension often had

serious imp scat ons for school participation. In some instances teachers

did not want to continue the project; in other cases the teachers felt

constrained in the extent to which they could freely participate. In

any event, linkers found it necessary to mediate between the two groups

to maintain the kind of school cooperation needed for planning.

Unstable schools were thosdowhich had frequent disruptions in the

coptinuity of their daily routines and overall programs. Disruptions

in the daily routine were often caused by outbreaks of severe student

discipline problems or unannounced visits from parents. These events

demanded the attention of 'administrators, frequently pulling them away

from a planning meeting or reducing the time available to meet. Dis-

ruptions in overall programs were-often caused by turnover in adminis-

trative positions because new administrators rarely were obliged to

aiintinue the initiatives of predecessor. Even if successors to posi-

tions continued existing projects, there was typically a period of delay

while these projects were under review.
4.



Such instability had two effects oh linkers. Disruptions to the daily

routine meant that the linkers could not rely consistently on administra-

tors to take major responsibility for directing project activities.. Con-

sequently; the linker had to guide planning more directly than desire(

Turnover is administrative personnel meant that the linkers periodically ,

had to seek renewed endorsements of the projects.

Resource scarcity, interpersonal tens, and organizatiol in-

stability were not problems in all of the schools. In fact, two schools

were relatively free of these kinds of problems, and the linkers were

able to perform the technical Process- helping role mostly as RBS hoped.

For example, at Middleville none of the'three factors was significant.

There was an intermediate service agency representative with the expertise

and the time to take over some of the leadership responsibility the princi-

.

pal could not assume; teachers and administrators had a cordial relationship;

and there were few major disruptions. Consequently, the linker came

the closestoof any of the RBS linkers to being solely a process-helper;

Smalltown was also free of most of these,problems, except that there was

no one available with the expertise of MiddleVille's ISA representative.

As.a result, principal absences were not compensated for, and thJ linker

at Smalltowft had to expand process-helping more than the Middleville

linker.

The other schools experienced all or a combination of resource

scarcity, interpersonal tension, and instability. At Neighbortown there

was no administrative turnover, and thus, the linker did not have to seek

11.k

additional endorsements once entry into the site was obtained. Otherwise,

the linkers in these schools had to perform all five of the additional
r

functions at one time or another. Thus, there was a relationship between



the degree and kind of problets a site experienced:and the nature of the

functions linkers had to perform.
Air

IntertwinedAlith the above three school context factors were the site

staff's expectations for the linker role. These expectations did not seem

to contribute to how the role initially became enactedlo much as they

did to maintaining certain Tinker behaviors once exhibited. For example,
Att

early in the project at Smalltown, the princip4l actual 10d at least

two entire meetings of the local planning.teami.4thereby conforming to the

linker's expectations for internal linker beh However, after the

principal's partial absences from meetings thru adeiehip on the RBS
'L.

linker, the principal expected the linker to lead, more\orten. Similarly
' - ..

at Green Rills, the principal did not call upon the lin o obtain typ-

ing services until after the linker had already veunt red. is service
'

, ? . cf.

in the interest of avoiding delays N..p.14Aning. Thus, what seemed to
k

hyppen was that linkers responded to conditions-lot the,s4e'by performing .

4

to staff ex-

.

Interaction

one of the additional functions, and then once perform

pected it 'to be repeated as a regular part of.x1te

f with the site.

Summary,-

Resource scarcity, interperspn tension, organizational instability,
c ;

and school'staff expectations hindered progress ill planning for change and

placed constraints on participants' participation in the projectsf As

linkers addressed these problems, the configuration of linking functions

was altered. Thus, the goal of school improvement through, knowledge trans-

fer wjs occasionally temporarily displaced by more immediate concerns:

avoiding prolonged delays in planning and maintaining site p,rticipation)0



These'findings suggest that the assumptions contained in the educa-

tional agent liqrature o,f a clearly defined linking role and of the

; assistance,agency as the primary determinant of the role do not adequately

refleot the experience of the RBS agents. Instead, their role periodically

became less clearly related to the central °function of helping the planning

process through knowledge transfer and was expanded as additional functions

had to be perftormed, depending upon the nature of site conditions. Although

existing conEeptualizations of linking agents are useful tools for char-
)

acterizint technical aspects of the tole as they are intended to be enacted,

attention now should turn to incorporating actual instances of linker be-

havior into these conceptualizations. In doing so, the contributions of

clients to the determination of the linking role should become more

apparent.

.
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